DYNAMIS NEWS!

To all Dynamis students, graduates and friends,

The good news: Jeremy (me!) is alive and kicking, working on several books and multiple projects and splitting my time between Africa and the rest of the world. If you want to know more about my once private life, read Camilla’s Facebook - it knows more than I do!
New new new - Neon is born into the world after a very long gestation. Adopt a book today - it will look great on your bookshelf next to Helium, and if you bother to read it you won’t regret it - lots of new information, personal potentization, spiritual dilution and mental succussion, with poetry and prose to blow your mind. Includes Dynamis remedy pictures of the whole second period! Knock knock Neo, and I am gone to Argon.

New version of Q-Rep out now with new rubrics ‘Fear disease’ ‘Birds and Flying’ and ‘Judgmental’. You hopefully already have the previous version with ‘Insects’ and ‘Big Ego’ - if not it will come together with the upgrade.
Thanks to Rafi, Kelly, Orit, Tom, Ellen and everyone else who has helped over the years.
Q-Rep now available from ALL homeopathic software companies in this universe.
Upgrade today for the LAST free update!
Guaranteed easier life with better results! - We work so that you can relax.
COMING SOON!

The Dynamis Professional Remedy Kit

- as designed by yours truly!

200 remedies in 200C fits in your handbag, at only $270 plus postage. You will not find a better designed kit or a better deal anywhere.

Jeremy says: "A homeopath without a remedy is like a taxi driver without a taxi". I designed this kit because I needed it, so you probably need it as well. Great gift - for yourself!

COMING SOON - WATCH THIS SPACE!

These kits will be available to purchase shortly. Please contact liz@dynamis.edu to register your interest

10% of profit goes to our favourite charity Homeopathy for Health in Africa
FIREFLY APP

And to go with your kit-on-the-go, here's the App to go with it!

**Firefly:** I got this excellent app as a contribution for HHA at half price! It's a great little app - includes lots of repertories, MM’s and reference books, all for only $25. We now give them free to all our African students and homeopathic clergy as it works really well in the field, with no battery issues like conventional laptops and repertories. All profits to HHA, so get one for you and sponsor one for an African homeopath, it really makes a huge difference.

[Check it out but order from us!](mailto:liz@dynamis.edu)

Available from liz@dynamis.edu

The offer has finished for Apple apps. These are still available, but are $50. There are still limited android apps available at the offer price of $25. But hurry! Once they're gone the price goes up to 50$! (Which - in Camilla's opinion - is still nothing, considering the benefits of repertorising ANYWHERE ANYTIME!)
Online course with Jeremy

'Simple strategies for success in homeopathy'

Refresh your Dynamis skills - 13 great lessons with Jeremy all nicely edited for your home consumption. Case cracking, circle gazing, repertorizing, analyzing, synthesizing, Chinese medicine for homeopaths and much more.

Soon to come: case cracking course online.

The full Dynamis online course will hit the net in one to two years, filmed and edited to perfection by Mani and Tina. Do Dynamis again from home if you can find a quiet corner! Yes you do want to do it again.

CONGRATULATIONS!

Dynamis 'Tantalum' - Sweden and Camilla's 'Honey' - Dynamis in Finland graduated: Congratulations to all new Dynamites! Dynamis Israel is currently in second year. Next Dynamis will be announced soon.

Remember to follow Dynamis news and updates on Facebook!
AFRICA - we've had many Dynamis volunteers in Tanzania - Karibuni sana! Come for 2 weeks or volunteer for 3 months; available internships in January - February 2017 and August - September 2017.

Contact Jane for more at info@homeopathyforhealthinafrica.org but hurry, we get booked up...!

You can also see lots of online video cases from HHA [HERE](#). Feel free to use these videos to change the world!

**SECOND EDITION OF SYPHILIS** is out - 20 extra pages of explanations and insights into the remedies and into syphilis. Yes, it's much better!

EDITING - Serious, skilled, talented, experienced, persevering and hardworking book and proving editors always welcome. Too many books in my head and too little time.
Italian homeopathic pharmacy Cemon won the 1000$ Radon challenge, for obtaining and potenticing a very pure form of Radon for a Dynamis proving. Well done! We are looking for provers, but please be aware that this is a highly radioactive substance...

Please contact us if you are interested to prove or to supervise: cami.sherr@outlook.com

Thanks to Anne Baker’s dedication and very hard work, all newly edited, amended and beautifully illustrated Dynamis provings now available for only $7.75 and all profit goes to HHA.

Latest addition is Gallium - amazing for post-traumatic stress Check it out!

And when you are looking for a new proving don’t forget the Dynamis Proving website!
Christmas, Hanukkah, Diwali, pagan day and lots of birthdays coming up!

You know where to fill your basket now!
Don't buy meaningless trash for your beloved homeopath, buy Dynamis Gold Standard!

HOMEOPTHY FOR HEALTH IN AFRICA 2017

A great present is our new HHA Calendar for 2017.

Filled with beautiful images from Africa it's a wonderful reminder of the power of homeopathy.

Order yours from HHA website ASAP as they are selling fast!
We are working hard to make the world a more homeopathic place

Your support means a lot to us - Thank You!